Boosting farmers’ fortunes

For an 84-year-old, Generalissimo Mambweyu, agriculture has been a ceaseless challenge since independence. The 84-year-old Generalissimo Mambweyu, a farmer from Gwemba, leaped with joy after hearing that her cotton crop had received 250,000 kwacha from the Department of Agriculture. The same fate befell her other products of the same produce. She has been housed in a house of her own for the past 50 years. She has been reaping the benefits of her hard work. The department of agriculture has been providing the necessary inputs to ensure that her livelihood is sustained. Generalissimo Mambweyu, a farmer from Gwemba, leaped with joy after hearing that her cotton crop had received 250,000 kwacha from the Department of Agriculture. The same fate befell her other products of the same produce. She has been housed in a house of her own for the past 50 years. She has been reaping the benefits of her hard work. The department of agriculture has been providing the necessary inputs to ensure that her livelihood is sustained.
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WHAT ARE PICS BAGS?

They are made of locally sourced materials and are designed to be biodegradable. PICs Bags are made from a blend of corn and cotton fiber, which makes them strong, durable, and environmentally friendly.

WHY USE PICS BAGS?

- 100% effective in reducing plastic waste
- Reduce the amount of plastic waste by 90%
- Easy to use with all types of packaging machines
- Cost-effective and 50-60% cheaper than the prices of disposable bags, a big savings on both
- Biodegradable and compostable
- Suitable for storing many products, from food to clothes and more

PICS BAG INSTRUCTIONS

1. Open the bag and fill it with your desired product.
2. Seal the bag by pressing the edges together.
3. Store the bag in a cool, dry place.

FEEDFUTURE
Polypack AGORA

Kusunga Zokolina Kwaphwheka

PICS BAGS

Kusunga Zokolina Kwaphwheka
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